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ABSTRACT 
In ancient texts, especially jurisprudence and legal attention has been paid to the Sassanid 
period. Besides legal texts and jurisprudence from Sassanid religious principles and laws 
within which they can study and explain the history and religious situation Social, political, 
historian of the period for which such beneficial effects Shayst and prosecutor misconduct, 
lipstick and Are. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 One thing that especially during the Sassanid Persians in ancient times it was considering legal texts and 

legal based on religious principles and laws in Sassanid Pahlavi as much attention to equity and justice which is 

considered the Sassanids. Legal jurisprudence texts Dhqy doctor Mahmoud Jafari jurisprudence and legal texts 

of the Sassanid period include the following: Shayst au inappropriate 

2.Set thousand Attorney 

3. Narrative hope Ashvhstan 

4. Zvayat December Farnabagh Frkhzdan 

5. Narratives Farnabagh Soroush 

6. Questions Hirbod Esfandiar F. Barzin 

7.  Psalter Pahlavi (Doctor Mahmoud Jafari Dhqy 1992) In general jurisprudence and legal literature on the 

throttle are as follows: A1- Shayst wrong: Like most side of the books, the manuscripts do not have a title. 

According to religious tradition Rzdshty It (the story) is probably due to lack brightness and fell to the similarity 

of the names in this book with pieces of Contents Zoroastrians is called the (narrative) is available in Persian. 

 The book has ten chapters and varied in its content, especially about religion and Religious rites, are 

mentioned in the chapters of many books on religious laws, Terms of coverage, the names of animals, etc. is 

important. Contents of book chapters It is. In the first season, the eight degrees of guilt and penalty rates which 

have been discussed. Season the body of the second person in the past and it is related to religious rules. The 

third chapter is about the Monthly non- observance of the rules. The fourth season of Kushti (= religious belt 

Zoroastrians ( And wear their religious laws on them.The fifth chapter talking about when you eat, and some 

religious practices. Chapter VI It is about the sins and rewards them. Chapter VII of the adoration of the Sun 

four times daily and Praise and blame the fire on the Eight .fsl pay off their sins (dead cheap) And some other 

sins. Chapter IX about the passing of a strange land debate Hirbodan religious worship and is fire. Chapter I is 

the most detailed book chapter the variety of materials such as Kushti, religious ceremonies in the past 

Frvrdygan, (Pages 279 to 281 doctor Ahmed Tafazzoli 1996). 
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Set thousand Attorneys: 
 In the Sassanid period there have been several legal categories that now only one remaining There collector 

of beautiful books Vhraman man (man's son Farrukh B) that information His life is not likely that the book was 

originally in the reign of Khosrow Parviz last Khnam his kingdom in the book, and perhaps like many other 

books written in Third century AD is about to be added or subtracted to any book represents more Established 

Sassanid era to the Islamic era. Liner means a thousand thousand prosecutor's decision and, as its name 

suggests, the collector It's been legal cases, how it happened and what it is that they could potentially Happen in 

the book collection. Most of the issues rose in the book of the Civil Code Such as marriage, divorce, 

guardianship of property, endowments, issues raised, and mortgage loans and mortgage Compensation and 

reparations, rental, warranty, representation, and sharing. Except in rare cases in criminal law) Treatise judicial 

decree: Part 1 Book, p. 11) has pointed .matykan involving thousands of Attorney Many legal terms, the precise 

meaning of some of them is not clear. The book also to study the social status of the Sassanid period is 

important (p. 447 to 448) Professor Arthur Christiansen 1989) 

 

Narrative hopes Ashvhshtan: 
 This version is a set of legal rules, especially the followers of Zoroastrianism is about civil rights and a 

response by 44 (Hope), son Ashvhst, the boys have been Hadaya Thus, since the design issues under Islamic 

rule for centuries Zoroastrians The focus is very important. The book chapters include topics such as marriage, 

And divorce, inheritance, wardship, Muslims and issues related to the Clergymen Zrzshty.(P. 243 parsley, 

Mahmoud 1329). 

 

Narrative December Farnabagh Image: 
 The content of this book because it deals with important issues Zrzshtyan in the early Islamic period It can 

be used to help the social and historical conditions of the period examined. Author December Farnabagh, the 

son of her poetry, religious leader and author of the first book of the Zoroastrians third century Denkard It is. 

The Abbasid caliph al-Ma'mun in his presence, the person who described the discussions Abalysh In a separate 

treatise called Gjstk Abalysh is inserted. The book contains 147 answers December Farnabagh questions that 

your fellow is. Some of the topics of this book are: Marriage, adoption, guardianship, inheritance, cleanliness, 

Groschen to Islam, apostasy and its implications for... 

 

Narratives Farnabagh Soroush: 
 Set includes 4 Responses to Farnabagh Vhraman Soroush (= Farnabagh son Bahram Soroush) questions 

Hirbod Asfndyad (= Esfandiar) Barzin is beautiful. 5 goats were included in the original text of questions and 

answers But at the beginning of the paper, without citing a cause has not been possible to write the questions. 

Written narratives in Yzgrdy 377 (equivalent to 1008 AD) has been done. Anklsarya guessed Soroush is 

Farnabagh brother Farrukh Vhraman man, prosecutors Collector thousand mares, respectively. However there is 

no definitive reason to suppose (p. 58 doctor's Bayat 1982) 

 

F. Barzin Esfandiar Hirbod questions: 
 Barzin beautiful set of four questions Esfandiar Farnabagh Soroush and C. He questions the priest priests 

Pagan religious practices and laws about buying groceries and some laws of purification, the content of this 

Book form. The identity of the persons mentioned and the author is unknown. Dhqy doctor Mahmoud Jafari, 

1992) 

 

Psalter Pahlavi: 
 Written by Christians in the Sassanid period have been discovered in Turfan Pahlavi. The Nestorian 

Collection by Iran in the seventh and eighth (first century and Second centuries AD) in Syriac of the Pahlavi 

translation though grammatical and lexical features It shows that dates back more than the translation (p. 245 

doctor Mahmoud Jafari Dhqy1992) 

 

Outcome: 

 In Ancient incomplete and scattered data makes us familiar with the community, the inherent power And its 

inner strength and deep interest in the Old Testament was based on dynastic unbreakable bond there. Laws were 

enacted to patrol these family assets by asking, Rating classes carefully as possible and keep everyone in the 

social ranks to a position Ironically Dhnd.az assignment turned in late fifth century foundation of the social 

system Mazdak was threatened by intrigue. Situation and political situation of the time, also spurred the 

Mshyvm the revolution in Iran and the country's progress in the circumstances, the result was horrible Mghlvbyt 

victory, the devastation. 
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